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Concentration inequalities for Gibbs measures.
Ioannis Papageorgiou ∗
Abstract
We are interested in Sobolev type inequalities and their relationship with
concentration properties on higher dimensions. We consider unbounded
spin systems on the d-dimensional lattice with interactions that increase
slower than a quadratic. At first we assume that the one site measure
satisfies a Modified log-Sobolev inequality with a constant uniformly on
the boundary conditions and we determine conditions so that the infinite
dimensional Gibbs measure satisfies a concentration as well as a Talagrand
type inequality, similar to the ones obtained by Barthe and Roberto [B-R2]
for the product measure. Then a Modified Log-Sobolev type concentration
property is obtained under weaker conditions referring to the Log-Sobolev
inequalities for the boundary free measure.
1 Introduction.
We focus on the Modified Logarithmic Sobolev inequality (see [G-G-M1]) as well as
on Log-Sobolev inequalities [G] for unbounded spin systems on the d-dimensional
lattice with interactions that increase slower than a quadratic. We investigate two
problems related with concentration properties. The first, presented in Section
2, relates to the Modified Log-Sobolev inequality for the one site measure with
boundary conditions. Suppose that the one site measure satisfies a Modified log-
Sobolev inequality with a constant uniformly on the boundary conditions. The aim
of this work is to determine conditions under which the infinite dimensional Gibbs
measure satisfies a concentration inequality (Theorem 2.1). As a consequence, a
Talagrand type inequality is also obtained (Corollary 2.2). The second, presented
in Section 3, is a perturbation problem that refers to the Log-Sobolev inequality
for the boundary free one site measure. Suppose that the boundary free one site
(non log-concave) measure satisfies a Log-Sobolev inequality. The aim here is to
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determine conditions under which if we perturbe the measure with interactions,
the infinite dimensional Gibbs measure of the corresponding local specification
satisfies a concentration inequality (Theorem 3.2). Here too, as a consequence, a
Talagrand type inequality is also obtained (Corollary 3.3).
The problem of concentration of measure properties for product measures that
satisfy a Modified Log-Sobolev inequality has been recently examined (see for
instance [G-G-M1] and [B-R2]). In addition the problem of the stronger Log-
Sobolev inequalities for the infinite dimensional Gibbs measure has been addressed
(e.g. [G-Z], [O-R] and [I-P]), as well as the relationship of Logarithmic Sobolev
inequalities with concentration properties (e.g. [B-Z] and [B-L1]).
In this section we present the most important notions and developments related
to the Sobolev type inequalities and the Concentration of measure properties.
Sobolev type inequalities. The Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities have been
extensively investigated. For 1 < q ≤ 2, a measure µ on Rn satisfies the q Log-
Sobolev inequality if there exists a positive constant C such that
Entµ(|f |q) ≤ Cµ |∇f |q (LSq)
where Entµ(f) = µ
(
f log f
µf
)
and |∇f | is the Euclidean length of the gradient
∇f of the function f . The Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities where first introduced
for q = 2 by [G] and later for 1 < q < 2 by [B-Z]. If a measure µ satisfies the q
Log-Sobolev inequality, then it also satisfies the q Spectral Gap inequality, that is
µ|f − µf |q ≤ C ′µ |∇f |q (SGq)
for some constant C ′.
Recently a lot of attention has been focused on inequalities that interpolate
between the Log-Sobolev inequality and the Spectral Gap inequality (both in the
classical sense of q = 2). For a detailed account of these developments one can look
on [G-G-M1] and [B-R2]. A first example of an inequality interpolating between
the Log-Sobolev and the Spectral Gap was introduced by [Be] and then studied
by [L-O] and [B-R1]. In this paper we are interested in the Modified Log-Sobolev
inequality introduced by [G-G-M1], (see also [G-G-M2] and [B-R2]). Before we
give the definition of the inequality we first present some definitions. A function
Φ : R → [0,∞) is called a Young function if it is convex, even, Φ(0) = 0 and
limx→∞Φ(x) = +∞. We define the conjugate function Φ∗ to be the Legendre
transform of Φ, Φ∗(y) = supx≥0 {x|y| − Φ(x)}. Furthermore, a young function Φ
is called nice if limx→∞
Φ(x)
x
= ∞, Φ(x) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 0 and Φ′(0) = 0. One
can consider the following example of a nice Young function, Φ(x) = |x|
p
p
with the
conjugate being Φ∗(x) = |x|
q
q
where p > 1 and 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1. Given a nice Young
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function Φ : R→ R+we can define the modification of HΦ of Φ to be
HΦ(x) =
{
x2 if |x| ≤ 1
Φ(|x|)
Φ(1)
if |x| ≥ 1
The definition of the MLS(HΦ) inequality follows.
The Modified Log-Sobolev Inequality on Rn. We say that the measure ν on Rn
satisfies the Modified Log-Sobolev Inequality if there exists a positive constant
CMLS such that for any function f ∈ C∞ the following holds
ν|f |2log |f |
2
ν|f |2 ≤ CMLS
∫ n∑
i=1
HΦ
(∇if
f
)
f 2dν (MLS(HΦ))
The following remark summarises some of the main properties of the Modified
Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and (LSq) inequalities.
Remark 1.1. (i) (MLS), (LSq) and (SGq) are stable under tensorisation: Sup-
pose µ1 and µ2 satisfy (MLS)/(LSq)/(SGq) inequalities with constants c1 and
c2 respectively. Then µ1 ⊗ µ2 satisfies an (MLS)/(LSq)/(SGq) inequality with
constant max{c1, c2}.
(ii) (MLS)/(LS2) ⇒ (SG2): Suppose µ satisfies an (MLS)/(LS2) inequality
with constant c. Then µ satisfies a SG2 inequality with constant c0 ≤ c2 i.e.
µ |f − µf |2 ≤ c0µ
(|∇f |2)
for all smooth f .
The proof of the remark can be found in [A-B-C].
Concentration of Measure Phenomenon. An important future of Sobolev
type inequalities is their relationship with concentration of measure properties.
The concentration inequality was first investigated in [T1] and [T2], as well as in
[B-L1], while the case of the Log-Sobolev q inequalities was investigated in [B-L2]
and [B-Z].
Consider a measure µ on Rn that satisfies the (LSq) or (MLS(HΦ)) inequality.
Then for every Lipschitz function on R with ‖F‖Lip ≤ 1, for some constant K and
any r > 0
µ (F − µF ≥ r) ≤ e−KE(r)
with E(r) = r
q
q−1 in the case where µ satisfies the (LSq) inequality (see [B-L2] and
[B-Z]), as well as the (MLSH|x|q) inequality (see [G-G-M1]). When µ satisfies an
(MLS(HΦ)) inequality E(r) = rω
∗
H(r) (see [B-R2]).
In particular, concerning the Modified Log-Sobolev inequality MLS(HΦ) for
the product measure on Rn and its relationship with concentration of measure, in
[B-R2] the following theorem was shown
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Theorem 1.2. [B-R2] Let µ be a probability measure on R, which we assume to
be absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue’s measure. Let H : R → R+ be
an even convex function, with H(0) = 0. Assume that x→ H(x)
x2
is non-decreasing
for x > 0 and that H∗ is strictly convex. If µ satisfies an MLS(H) with constant
k, then for every Borel set A ⊂ Rn with µn(A) ≥ 1
2
1− µn
(
A+
{
x :
n∑
i=1
H∗(x1) < r
})
≤ e−Kr ∀r ≥ 0 (1.1)
where K = ωH(2)kω
∗
H(
1
ωH (2)k
).
As a consequence, the following Talagrand type inequality was then obtained
µn
(
A +
√
rB2 +
1
ω−1Φ∗ (
1
r
)
BΦ∗
)
≥ 1− e−Cr (1.2)
where we denote BΦ∗ := {x :
∑n
i=1Φ
∗(xi) < 1}.
Infinite dimensional analysis. An interesting question is to determine
conditions so that the infinite dimensional Gibbs measure satisfies the Log-Sobolev
inequality. In the case where the interactions are quadratic this problem has been
extensively studied in the case q = 2, for example in [Ba], [B-E], [B-H], [G-Z], [L],
[O-R], [Z1] and [Z2]. The case 1 < q ≤ 2 was looked at in [I-P], while the case of
the Spectral Gap inequality was addressed in [G-R].
The Infinite Dimensional Setting: We consider the d-dimensional Lattice Zd for
some d ∈ N. For any subset Λ we denote |Λ| the cardinality of Λ. When |Λ| < +∞,
we will write Λ ⊂⊂ Zd. We consider continuous unbounded random variables in R,
representing spins or particles. Our configuration space is Ω = RZ
d
. For any ω ∈ Ω
and Λ ⊂⊂ Zd we denote ω = (ωi)i∈Zd , ωΛ = (ωi)iǫΛ and ωΛc = (ωi)iǫΛc where
ωi ∈ R. When Λ = {i} we will write ωi := ω{i}. We consider integrable functions
f that depend on a finite set of variables (xi)Σf for finite subset Σf ⊂⊂ Zd. For
any subset Λ ⊂⊂ Zd we define the probability measure
E
Λ,ω(dXΛ) =
e−H
Λ,ω
dXΛ
ZΛ,ω
(1.3)
where
• XΛ = (xi)iǫΛ, dXΛ =
∏
iǫΛ dxi and Z
Λ,ω =
∫
e−H
Λ,ω
dXΛ
• i ∼ j means that the nodes i and j on Zd are neighbours
• HΛ,ω =∑iǫΛ φ(xi) +∑iǫΛ,j∼i JijV (xi, zj), for Jij constants and V ∈ C∞.
and
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• zj = (xΛ ◦ ωΛc)j =
{
xj , jǫΛ
ωj , j /∈ Λ
We call φ the phase and V the potential of the interaction. We assume that
|Ji,j| ∈ [0, J0] for some positive J0. When Λ = {i} we will also write Ei,ω := E{i},ω.
Furthermore, we denote {∼ i} := {j ∈ Zd : j ∼ i}, while for any Λ ⊂ Zd,
∼ Λ := {j ∈ Zd r Λ : j ∼ i for some i ∈ Λ}. We will denote
E
Λ,ωf =
∫
fdEΛ,ω(XΛ)
The Gibbs measure µ for the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω is defined as the
probability measure which solves the DLR equation
µEM,∗f = µf
for all finite sets Λ ⊂⊂ Zd and bounded measurable functions f on Ω (see [Pr]).
For criterions on the existence and uniqueness of the Gibbs measure one can look
at [D] and [B-HK]. For any subset Λ ⊂ Zd and ∇i = ∂∂xi we define the gradient
|∇Λf |q =
∑
i∈Λ
|∇if |q for q ∈ (1, 2]
and the higher dimensional analogue of the function HΦ as
HΦ
(∇Λf
f
)
=
∑
i∈Λ
HΦ
(∇if
f
)
When Λ = Zd we will simply write ∇ := ∇Zd . For this setting the analogues of the
Modified Logarithmic Sobolev and Spectral Gap inequalities can be defined. In
[I-P] concerning the (LSq) q ∈ (1, 2] inequality for the infinite dimensional Gibbs
measure the following theorem was shown.
Theorem 1.3. ([I-P]) Suppose that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω as in
(1.3) has interactions V such that ‖∇i∇jV (xi, xj)‖∞ < ∞ and E{i},ω satisfies an
(LSq) inequality for some positive constant, uniformly on the boundary conditions
ω ⊂ Ω. Then, for sufficiently small J0, the corresponding infinite dimensional
Gibbs measure µ is unique and satisfies an (LSq) inequality.
Furthermore, from [B-Z], for every f : Ω → R such that ‖ |∇f |q ‖∞ < 1 the
following concentration property holds
µ
{∣∣∣∣f −
∫
fdµ
∣∣∣∣ ≥ r
}
≤ 2 exp
{
−(q − 1)
p
Cp−1
rp
}
for all r > 0, where 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1 and C > 0.
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2 Modified LS and Concentration for the Gibbs
measure.
In the previous section we discussed the importance of the Modified Log-Sobolev
inequalities as interpolation inequalities between the Log-Sobolev and the Spec-
tral Gap inequalities. Furthermore, we saw how the different types of Sobolev
inequalities are related to concentration of measure properties and the Talagrand
inequalities.
At the end we discussed how the (LS) inequality in the case of quadratic inter-
actions can be extended from the one dimension to the infinite dimensional Gibbs
measure, which then implies the analogous concentration properties.
The question that arises is whether similar results for the infinite dimensional
Gibbs measure can be obtained in the case of the Modified Log-Sobolev inequality.
If the Modified Log-Sobolev inequality is proven to be true for the infinite Gibbs
measure then automatically the appropriate concentration of measure properties
will follow.
Although, a result similar with the one obtained for the (LS) in [I-P] would
had been desirable, it appears that the methodology followed to obtain the q Log-
Sobolev inequality for the Gibbs measure in [I-P] when interactions are quadratic
cannot be applied directly in the case of the Modified Log-Sobolev inequality.
If this was the case, then we could obtain as a byproduct the concentration of
measure as well. However, although the inequality itself cannot be shown for the
infinite dimensional Gibbs measure, the weaker concentration property for the
Gibbs measure can be directly obtained as shown on the Theorem 2.1. In this
way, we show that the result of [B-R2] for the product measure holds also for the
infinite dimensional Gibbs measure. We will work with the following hypotheses:
(H0): The interaction V is such that ‖∇i∇jV (xi, xj)‖∞ <∞.
(H1): The one dimensional single site measures Ei,ω satisfy (MLS(HΦ)) inequality
with a constant c which is independent of the boundary conditions ω.
(H2): HΦ(x)
x2
is non-decreasing on (0,+∞) and there exists a t > 2 such that HΦ(x)
xt
is non-increasing on (0,+∞).
The main result follows.
Theorem 2.1. Assume the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω as in (1.3) is such
that (H0), (H1) and (H2) hold. Then, for sufficiently small J0, the corresponding
infinite dimensional Gibbs measure µ is unique and there exists an R > 0 such
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that for every Borel set A ⊂ Ω with µ(A) ≥ 1
2
1− µ
(
A+
{
x :
∑
i∈N
H∗Φ(xi) < r
})
≤ e−Kˆr, for every r > R (2.1)
for any N ⊂⊂ Zd and some Kˆ > 0.
As a consequence of this, the analogue of the (1.2) Talagrand type inequality
follows (see [B-R2]).
Corollary 2.2. Assume that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω as in (1.3) is
such that (H0), (H1) and (H2) hold. Then, for sufficiently small J0, the corre-
sponding infinite dimensional Gibbs measure µ is unique and there exists an R > 0
such that for every Borel set A ⊂ Ω with µ(A) ≥ 1
2
,
µ
(
A+
√
rB2 +
1
ω−1Φ∗ (
1
r
)
BΦ∗
)
≥ 1− e−Cr
for r > R and C > 0.
We will frequently writeH := HΦ. Define the sets Λ0 = {0} and Λk =∼ Λk−1 =
{j ∈ Zd s.t. j ∼ i for i ∈ Λk−i}. The cardinality of the sets is |Λk| ≤ (2d)k. We
also define
Γ0 = ∪k evenΛk = ∪{j ∈ Zd : dist(j, (0, 0)) = 2m for some m ∈ N ∪ {0}},
Γ1 = ∪k oddΛk = Zd r Γ0
Note that dist(i, j) > 1 for all i, j ∈ Λk, k ∈ N and Γ0 ∩ Γ1 = ∅. Moreover
Z
d = Γ0 ∪ Γ1. For the sake of notation, we will write EΛk = EΛk ,ω for k ∈ N. We
will define
Bn,s = EΛn,ωEΛn−1,ω...EΛs+1,ωEΛs,ω
for 0 ≤ s ≤ n.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω as in (1.3) is
such that (H0), (H1) and (H2) hold. Then, for sufficiently small J0, for any
measurable function G and f : RN → R, for N ⊂⊂ Zd, we have
µ
(
H(∇Λk+1(Bk,s f))G
) ≤ Ck−s2 C1µ
(∑
i∈N
H(∇if)
(
E
Λs ...EΛkG
))
for any k ≥ s ∈ N such that N ⊂ Λs−1∪Λs and constants C1 > 0 and 0 < C2 < 1.
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Proof. Using properties of the Gibbs measure for k ∈ N we can write
µ
(
H(∇Λk+1EΛkf)G
)
= µ
(
H(∇Λk+1EΛkf)EΛkG
)
In order to bound the last quantity we will use the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Assume that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω satisfies (H0),
(H2) and (H1)/(H3). Then, for sufficiently small J0, there exist constants D > 0
and 0 < η < 1 such that the following bound holds
H(∇Λk+1EΛkf) ≤ D
∑
i∈Λk+1
E
{∼i}∩ΛkH(∇if) + η
∑
i∈Λk
∑
j∼i
E
{∼j}∩ΛkH(∇if)
for all functions f ∈ C∞.
The proof of this corollary will be presented in section 4. This will give
µ
(
H(∇Λk+1EΛkf)G
) ≤D ∑
i∈Λk+1
µ(E{∼i}∩ΛkH(∇if)EΛkG)
+ η
∑
i∈Λk
∑
j∼i
µ(E{∼j}∩ΛkH(∇if)EΛkG)
≤D
∑
i∈Λk+1
µ
(
H(∇if)EΛkG
)
+ 2dη
∑
i∈Λk
µ
(
H(∇if)EΛkG
)
(2.2)
If we apply (2.2) k − s times we will obtain
µ
(
H(∇Λk+1Bk,sf)G
) ≤(2dη)k−s−1D ∑
i∈Λs−1
µ
(
H(∇if)
(
E
Λs ...EΛkG
))
+ (2dη)k−s
∑
i∈Λs
µ
(
H(∇if)
(
E
Λs ...EΛkG
))
=Ck−s2 C1µ
(∑
i∈N
H(∇if)
(
E
Λs ...EΛkG
))
for constants C1 = D + 2dη and C2 = (2dη)
k−s−1
k−s < 1 for sufficiently small J0.
For a convex function H : [0,+∞)→ R+ define
ωH(x) = sup
t>0
H(tx)
H(t)
, x > 0
The following remark presents some useful properties for ωH .
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Remark 2.5. It can be shown that ωH ≥ HH(1) and ωH(0) = 0 as well as that ωH
is convex and satisfies ωH(ab) ≤ ωH(a)ωH(b) for a, b ≥ 0. Furthermore, if Hxr is
non decreasing for x > 0 and r > 1 then so is the function ωH
xr
.
Lemma 2.6. Assume that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω is such that
(H0), (H1) and (H2) hold. Then, for sufficiently small J0, for every F : R
N → R,
for N ⊂⊂ Zd, such that ∑i∈N H(∇iF ) ≤ a µ−a.e, there exist constants C1 > 0
and 0 < C2 < 1 such that
µ
(
1
EΛk+1eλBk,sF
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λBk,sF )
)
≤ acωH(λ
2
)C1C
k−s
2
for any k ≥ s ∈ N such that N ⊂ Λs−1 ∪ Λs and λ ≥ 0.
Proof. Since interactions occur only between nearest neighbours on the lattice, the
measure EΛk+1,ω is the product measure of the single site measures i.e. EΛk+1,ω =
⊗j∈Λk+1Ej,ω. Moreover, by (H1), all measures Ej,ω, j ∈ Λk+1 satisfy the (MLS(HΦ))
inequality with a constant c uniformly on the boundary conditions. Since the
(MLS(HΦ)) inequality is stable under tensorisation (see Remark 1.1), the product
measure EΛk+1,ω also satisfies the (MLS(HΦ)) inequality with the same constant
c, therefore we have that
E
Λk+1 |f |2 log |f |
2
EΛk+1 |f |2 ≤ c
∫ ∑
j∈Λk+1
H
(∇jf
f
)
f 2dEΛk+1
Denote h = Bk,sF . If we plug f := e
λ
2 h
(EΛk+1eλh)
1
2
we obtain
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λh)
EΛk+1eλh
≤ c
∫ ∑
j∈Λk+1
H
(
λ
2
∇jh
)
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
dEΛk+1
≤ cωH(λ
2
)
∫ ∑
j∈Λk+1
H (∇jh) e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
dEΛk+1
If we apply the Gibbs measure in the last inequality we get
µ
(
1
EΛk+1eλh
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λh)
)
≤ cωH(λ
2
)
∫ ∑
j∈Λk+1
H
(∇j(Bk,sF )) eλh
EΛk+1eλh
dµ
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In order to calculate the right hand side we can use Lemma 2.3. This leads to
µ
(
1
EΛk+1eλBk,sF
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λBk,sF )
)
≤
cωH(
λ
2
)Ck−s2 C1
∫ ∑
i∈N
H(∇iF )
(
E
Λs ...EΛk
(
eλB
k,sF
EΛk+1eλBk,sF
))
dµ
Since
∑
i∈N H(∇iF ) ≤ a µ−a.e. we obtain
µ
(
1
EΛk+1eλBk,sF
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λBk,sF )
)
≤ acωH(λ
2
)Ck−s2 C1
∫
E
Λs ...EΛk
(
eλf
EΛk+1eλf
)
dµ
= acωH(
λ
2
)Ck−s2 C1
∫
eλf
EΛk+1eλf
dµ
= acωH(
λ
2
)Ck−s2 C1
∫
E
Λk+1
eλf
EΛk+1eλf
dµ
= acωH(
λ
2
)C1C
k−s
2
where above we used successively the definition of the Gibbs measure.
Lemma 2.7. For every function f for which the inequality
µ
(
1
EΛkeλf
Ent
E
Λk (e
λf)
)
≤ KfωH(λ
2
) (2.3)
holds for constants Kf depending on f we obtain that
µ
(
E
Λk
({f − EΛkf ≥ r})) ≤ e−Kfω∗H( 2rKf )
for any r ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0.
Proof. If we define Ψ(λ) = EΛkeλf then we can write
µ
(
1
EΛkeλf
Ent
E
Λk (e
λf )
)
= µ
(
λΨ′(λ)
Ψ(λ)
− log Ψ(λ)
)
Hence, due to (2.3) we have
µ
(
λΨ′(λ)
Ψ(λ)
− logΨ(λ)
)
≤ ωH(λ
2
)Kf
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If we divide by λ2
µ
(
d
dλ
(
log Ψ(λ)
λ
))
≤ ωH(
λ
2
)Kf
λ2
Since limλ→0
logΨ(λ)
λ
= EΛkf by integrating we get
µ
(∫
eλ(f−E
Λkf)dEΛk
)
≤ exp
{
Kfλ
∫ λ
0
ωH(
u
2
)
u2
du
}
By Chebichev inequality for any r ≥ 0 and any λ > 0 we obtain
E
Λk
({f − EΛkf ≥ r}) ≤ e−rλ ∫ eλ(f−EΛk f)dEΛk
If we combine together the last two inequalities we finally get
µ
(
E
Λk
({f − EΛkf ≥ r})) ≤ exp{−Kf sup
λ>0
[
rλ
Kf
− λ
∫ λ
0
ωH(
u
2
)
u2
du
]}
Since H(x)
x2
is non-decreasing on (0,+∞) we have that (see [B-R2])
λ
∫ λ
0
ωH(
u
2
)
u2
du ≤ ωH(λ
2
)
from which the result follows.
From Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 the corollary bellow follows.
Corollary 2.8. Assume that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω is such that
(H0), (H1) and (H2) hold. Then, for sufficiently small J0, we have that for every
F : RN → R, for N ⊂⊂ Zd, such that ∑i∈N H(∇iF ) ≤ a µ−a.e, there exist
constants C1 > 0 and 0 < C2 < 1 such that
µ
(
E
Λk+1
({Bk,sF − Bk+1,sF ≥ r})) ≤ e−acC1Ck−s2 ω∗H( 2racC1Ck−s2 )
for every r ≥ 0 and for any k ≥ s ∈ N such that N ⊂ Λs−1 ∪ Λs.
Before we continue some useful facts about Orlicz spaces will be presented in
the following two lemmas. These are more detailed presented in [B-R2], while for
a thorough investigation one can look at [R-R].
Lemma 2.9. Let a ∈ (1,+∞) and Φ be a differentiable, strictly convex nice Young
function. Then the following are equivalent
1. The function Φ
xa
is non-decreasing for x > 0.
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2. The function Φ
∗
xa
∗ is non-increasing for x > 0.
where a∗ is the conjugate of a, i.e. 1
a
+ 1
a∗
= 1.
Lemma 2.10. Let a ∈ (1,+∞) and Φ be a differentiable function on [0,+∞) such
that Φ
xa
is non-decreasing. Then for x > 0 and t ∈ (0, 1]
Φ(tx) ≤ taΦ(x)
Now we can show the main concentration inequality for the infinite dimensional
Gibbs measure.
Proposition 2.11. Assume that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω is such
that (H0), (H1) and (H2). Then for J0 small enough, we have that for every
F : RN → R, for N ⊂⊂ Zd, with ∑i∈N H(∇iF ) ≤ a µ−a.e. the following holds
µ ({F − µ(F ) ≥ r}) ≤ e− acC¨2 ω∗H( 2rac)
for every J0, a, r such that
(
1
2t∗Ct
∗−1
2
)k
≥ k + 1 and acC¨ω∗H
(
2r
ac
) ≥ 8 ln 2 and
constants C1 > 0, 0 < C2 < 1 and C¨ =
1
22t∗Ct
∗−1
1
for t∗ the conjugate of t, where t
is as in (H2).
Proof. for any s ∈ N such that N ⊂ Λs−1 ∪ Λs, we can write
F − µF = F − Bs,sF +
n∑
k=0
(Bk+s,sF − Bk+s+1,sF ) + Bs+1+n,sF − µF
for any n ≥ 1. The following lemma will allow us to take the limit of n to infinity.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω is such that (H0)
and (H1)/ (H3) and that J0 is sufficiently small. Then, for any f : R
N → R,
for N ⊂⊂ Zd, we have that Bn,sf converges µ-almost everywhere to µf , where
s ∈ [0, n] such that N ⊂⊂ Λs−1 ∪ Λs. In particular, µ is unique.
The proof of this lemma will be presented in section 4. Since from Lemma 2.12
we have that limn→∞ Bn,sF = µF µ−a.e., taking the limit above leads to
F − µF = F − Bs,sF +
∞∑
k=0
(Bk+s,sF − Bk+s+1,sF )
µ−a.e. Therefore we have
{F−µF < r} ⊇
{
F − Bs,sF < r
2
}
∩
{
∩∞k=0{Bk+s,sF − Bk+s+1,sF <
r
2k+2
}
}
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µ−a.e., which leads to
µ ({F − µ(F ) ≥ r}) ≤µ
({
F − Bs,sF ≥ r
2
})
+
∞∑
k=0
µ
(
{Bk+s,sF − Bk+s+1,sF ≥ r
2k+2
}
)
(2.4)
Since
∑
i∈N H(∇iF ) ≤ a µ−a.e. we can use Proposition 26 from [B-R2] to bound
the first term and Corollary 2.8 to bound the second term on the right hand side
of (2.4). This leads to
µ ({F − µ(F ) ≥ r}) ≤ e−acω∗H( 2r2ac)+
∞∑
k=0
e
−acC1Ck2ω
∗
H
(
2r
2k+2acC1C
k
2
)
(2.5)
Since from hypothesis (H2) there exists a t > 2 such that H(x)
xt
is non-increasing
on (0,+∞), from Lemma 2.9 for t∗ > 1 the dual of t, we have that H∗(x)
xt
∗ is non-
decreasing. Then, if we combine Remark 2.5 together with Lemma 2.10, we obtain
that for any θ > 1 and x ≥ 0 we have that ω∗H(θx) ≥ θt∗ω∗H(x). This gives the
following bounds
e−acω
∗
H(
2r
2ac) ≤ e− ac2t∗ ω∗H( 2rac) (2.6)
and
e
−acC1Ck2ω
∗
H
(
2r
2k+2acC1C
k
2
)
≤ e
− ac
22t
∗
C
t∗−1
1
ω∗
H(
2r
ac)
(
1
2t
∗
C
t∗−1
2
)k
Since C2 can be as small as possible for small enough J0, if we choose J0 small
enough so that
(
1
2t∗Ct
∗−1
2
)k
≥ k+1 for all k ∈ N and a, r such that ac
22t∗Ct
∗−1
1
ω∗H
(
2r
ac
) ≥
2 ln 2 we then get
e
−acC1Ck2 ω
∗
H
(
2r
2k+2acC1C
k
2
)
≤ e−
ac
22t
∗+1Ct
∗−1
1
ω∗
H(
2r
ac) 1
2k+1
(2.7)
If we plug (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.5), for r large enough such that ac
22t∗+1Ct
∗−1
1
ω∗H
(
2r
ac
) ≥
4 ln 2 we finally obtain
µ ({F − µ(F ) ≥ r}) ≤e− ac2t∗ ω∗H( 2rac) +
∞∑
k=0
e
− ac
22t
∗+1Ct
∗−1
1
ω∗
H(
2r
ac) 1
2k+1
≤e−
ac
22t
∗+2Ct
∗−1
1
ω∗
H(
2r
ac)
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We can now prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof follows directly from Theorem 26 and 27 of
[B-R2] and Proposition 2.11. Let A ⊂ Ω with µ(A) ≥ 1
2
and define
FA(x) = inf
z∈A
∑
i∈N
H∗(xi − zi)
for x = (xi)i∈N . It is shown in Theorem 27 of [B-R2] that for the function F =
min(FA, r) for r > 0 one has that∑
i∈N
H(∇iF ) ≤ ωH(2)r (2.8)
µ−a.e. If we choose J0 sufficiently small such that
(
1
2t∗Ct
∗−1
2
)k
≥ k+1 for all k ∈ N
and a = ωH(2)r then from Proposition 2.11 we obtain that
µ
(
{F − µ(F ) ≥ r
2
}
)
≤ e−
rωH (2)C¨
2
ω∗H
(
1
ωH (2)c
)
(2.9)
for every r ≥ R =
(
ωH(2)C¨ω
∗
H
(
2
ωH(2)c
))−1
16 ln 2. The rest of the proof follows
[B-R2]. Since FA = 0 on A we get
∫
({F ≥ r}) ≤ r(1− µ(A)) ≤ r
2
, which implies
that {F ≥ r} ⊂ {F − µ(F ) ≥ r
2
}. This together with inequality (2.9) gives
µ ({F ≥ r}) ≤ µ
({
F − µ(F ) ≤ r
2
})
≤ e−
rωH (2)C¨
2
ω∗
H
(
1
ωH (2)c
)
Then the result follows from the following observation
{F < r} = {FA < r} ⊂ A+
{
x :
∑
i∈N
H∗(xi) < r
}
3 A Perturbation Result for the Log-Sobolev In-
equality.
In Theorem 2.1 it was discussed how concentration properties can be obtained for
the infinite dimensional Gibbs measure under the main hypothesis that the one site
measure Ei,ω satisfied a Modified Log-Sobolev inequality with a constant uniformly
with respect to the boundary conditions ω. In this section we are concerned with
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the stronger Log-Sobolev inequality but we relax the (H1) hypothesis to one about
the boundary free measure
ν(dxi) =
e−φ(xi)dxi∫
e−φ(xi)dxi
(3.1)
In this way a perturbation result is going to be shown for non log-concave measures
for which [B-E] and [B-H] cannot be applied. As a matter of fact, we will show
that having relaxed the hypothesis (H1), the Gibbs measure satisfies concentration
properties similar to the ones that are true in the case of the Modified Log-Sobolev
inequality instead of the usual concentration properties that are associated with
the Log-Sobolev inequality.
We assume that the one dimensional without interactions (boundary-free) mea-
sure ν satisfies an (LS) inequality and we determine conditions under which, the in-
finite volume Gibbs measure associated with the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω
as in (1.3) with interactions ‖∇i∇jV (xi, xj)‖∞ <∞, satisfies concentration prop-
erties similar with the ones on Theorem 2.1.
Concerning perturbation properties related to the Spectral Gap inequality in
infinite dimensions the following theorem due to [G-R] has been shown.
Theorem 3.1. ([G-R]) If the measures ν(dxi) =
e−φ(xi)dxi∫
e−φ(xi)dxi
satisfy the Spec-
tral Gap inequality, then the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω as in (1.3) with
interactions ‖∇i∇jV (xi, xj)‖∞ <∞ satisfies the Spectral Gap inequality
E
Λ,ω
(
f − EΛ,ωf)2 ≤ GEΛ,ω|∇Λf |2 (3.2)
with constant G uniformly in Λ and the boundary ω.
This result is stronger than the corresponding inequality for the Gibbs measure,
since (3.2) implies that the infinite dimensional Gibbs measure µ corresponding to
the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω satisfies the Spectral Gap inequality
µ (f − µf)2 ≤ Gµ|∇f |2
Here, although we don’t eventually obtain the Log-Sobolev inequality for the infi-
nite dimensional Gibbs measure, we show that concentration properties still hold
true. However, these are weaker than the ones that hold for the product measure
associated with the Log-Sobolev inequality, and similar to the ones that the Gibbs
measure satisfies under the hypothesis (H1) of a Modified Log-Sobolev inequality
MLS(HΦ) with Φ(x) = x
4. We will work with the following hypotheses:
(H0): The interaction V is such that ‖∇i∇jV (xi, xj)‖∞ <∞.
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(H3): The one dimensional single site measures ν(dxi) =
e−φ(xi)dxi∫
e−φ(xi)dxi
satisfy an (LS)
inequality with a constant c.
(H4): Ji,j ≥ 0, V ≥ 0 and ∃ǫ > 0 and Kˇ > 0: µ(U2i,ω) ≤ Kˇ, where Ui,ω =
cˆ logEi,ωeǫU˜i,ω for U˜i,ω = 2c
∑
j∼i |∇iV (xi, ωj)|2 + 1J0
∑
j∼i V (xi, ωj).
The main result follows.
Theorem 3.2. Assume the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω as in (1.3) is such
that (H0) and (H4) hold and that ν satisfies (H3). Then, for sufficiently small J0,
the corresponding infinite dimensional Gibbs measure µ is unique and there exists
R > 0 such that for every Borel set A ⊂ Ω with µ(A) ≥ 1
2
1− µ
(
A+
{
x :
∑
i∈N
|xi| 43 < r
})
≤ e−Kˆr, for every r > max
{
R,
|N |
ωx4(2)
}
for any N ⊂⊂ Zd and some Kˆ > 0.
As a consequence of this, the analogue of the (1.2) Talagrand type inequality
follows (see [B-R2]).
Corollary 3.3. Assume the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω as in (1.3) is such
that (H0) and (H4) hold and that ν satisfies (H3). Then, for sufficiently small J0,
the corresponding infinite dimensional Gibbs measure µ is unique and for every
Borel set A ⊂ Ω with µ(A) ≥ 1
2
we have
µ

A+√rB2 + 1
ω−1
|x|
4
3
(1
r
)
B
|x|
4
3

 ≥ 1− e−Cr
for C > 0 and r > max
{
R, |N |
ω
x4(2)
}
for µ on N ⊂⊂ Zd.
Before the proof is presented we discuss some examples of measures that satisfy
the hypothesis of the theorem. We are interested primarily in measures that satisfy
hypothesis (H3), for which in addition the one site measure Ei,ω does not satisfy
the Log-Sobolev inequality uniformly on the boundary conditions, because in that
case the stronger Theorem 1.3 can be applied. Since for φ convex or convex at
infinity, the Log-Sobolev inequality for Ei,ω can be obtained from [B-E], [B-L2] and
[B-H], we focus on non log-concave measures that go beyond convexity at infinity.
In [B-Z] a theorem is presented that allows to produce a variety of measures which
satisfy the (LS) inequality but which go beyond convexity at infinity (see Theorem
5.5 in [B-Z]). An example of such a measure is as follows
φ(x) = xp + |x|p−1−δ cosx
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for p > 2 and δ ∈ (0, 1). In addition, since the phase φ dominates the interactions
(H4) also follows.
We first state a useful corollary which comes as a direct consequence of Theorem
3.1 and Remark 1.1.
Corollary 3.4. If the measures ν(dxi) =
e−φ(xi)dxi∫
e−φ(xi)dxi
satisfy the (LS) inequality
with a constant c, then the one site measures {Ei,ω}i∈Zd,ω∈Ω as in (1.3) for which
(H0) is true, satisfy a Spectral Gap inequality, say with constant cˆ.
Under the condition (H3) the following weak form of Log-Sobolev type inequal-
ity for the one site measure Ei,ω can be shown.
Lemma 3.5. If Ji,j ≥ 0, V ≥ 0 and (H3) holds for the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω
then for J0 sufficiently small, there exists an Rˆ ≥ 0 such that the one site measure
E
i,ω satisfies the following inequality
E
i,ω(f 2log
f 2
Ei,ωf 2
) ≤ RˆEi,ω (|∇if |2)+ J0Ui,ωEi,ω (|∇if |2)
where Ui,ω = cˆ logE
i,ωeǫU˜i,ω for U˜i,ω = 2c
∑
j∼i |∇iV (xi, ωj)|2 + 1J0
∑
j∼i V (xi, ωj).
Proof. The proof of the lemma is based on a perturbation result by [A-S]. Working
as in [A-S], if we perturbe the hamiltonian −φ of the measure ν(dxi) with the
function hi = −∑j∼i Ji,jV (xi, ωj), then for J0 sufficiently small we obtain the
following Log-Sobolev type inequality
E
i,ω(f 2log
f 2
Ei,ωf 2
) ≤ 2c
ǫ− J0E
i,ω |∇if |2 + J0Ei,ωf 2 logEi,ωeǫU˜i,ω (3.3)
Where in the calculation of [A-S] we have also taken under account that hi is non
positive. From [R], the following estimate of the entropy holds
E
i,ω(|f |2 log |f |
2
Ei,ω |f |2 ) ≤AE
i,ω
∣∣f − Ei,ωf ∣∣2 + Ei,ω ∣∣f − Ei,ωf ∣∣2 log |f − Ei,ωf |2
Ei,ω |f − Ei,ωf |2
for some positive constant A. If we use (3.3) to bound the second term on the
right hand side of the last inequality we will obtain
E
i,ω(f 2log
f 2
Ei,ωf 2
) ≤ 2c
ǫ− J0E
i,ω |∇if |2 +
(
J0 logE
i,ωeǫU˜i,ω + A
)
E
i,ω
∣∣f − Ei,ωf ∣∣2
We can bound the last term on the right hand side with the use of the Spectral
Gap inequality from Corollary 3.4. This gives
E
i,ω(f 2log
f 2
Ei,ωf 2
) ≤
(
2c
ǫ− J0 + cˆA
)
E
i,ω |∇if |2 + cˆJ0 logEi,ωeǫU˜i,ωEi,ω |∇if |2
and the lemma follows for appropriate constant Rˆ.
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Lemma 3.6. Assume that the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω is such that
(H0), (H3) and (H4) hold. Then, for sufficiently small J0, for every F : R
N → R,
for N ⊂⊂ Zd, such that ∑i∈N |∇iF |4 ≤ a µ−a.e, there exist constants M > 0 and
0 < C3 < 1 such that
µ
(
1
EΛk+1eλBk,sF
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λBk,sF )
)
≤ aM
(
λ
2
)2
Ck−s3
for any a such that a ≥ |N | µ a.e. and for λ ≥ 0 and k ≥ s ∈ N such that
N ⊂⊂ Λs−1 ∪ Λs.
Proof. Since interactions occur only between nearest neighbours on the lattice, the
measure EΛk+1 is the product measure of the single site measures i.e. EΛk+1,ω =
⊗j∈Λk+1,ωEj,ω. The following product rule holds for the entropy of product measures
E
Λk+1,ω(f 2log
f 2
EΛk+1,ωf 2
) ≤
∑
i∈Λk+1
E
Λk+1,ωE
i,ω(f 2log
f 2
Ei,ωf 2
)
(see [A-B-C]). If we use the (LS) type inequality shown in Lemma 3.5 we obtain
E
Λk+1,ω(f 2log
f 2
EΛk+1,ωf 2
) ≤Rˆ
∑
i∈Λk+1
E
Λk+1,ωE
i,ω |∇if |2
+ J0
∑
i∈Λk+1
E
Λk+1,ω
(
Ui,ωE
i,ω |∇if |2
)
Denote h = Bk,sF for k ≥ s. If we plug f := e
λ
2 h
(EΛk+1eλh)
1
2
we get
1
EΛk+1eλh
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λh) ≤ Rˆ
(
λ
2
)2 ∑
i∈Λk+1
E
Λk+1,ωE
i,ω
(
|∇ih|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
)
+ J0
(
λ
2
)2 ∑
i∈Λk+1
E
Λk+1,ω
(
Ui,ωE
i,ω
(
|∇ih|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
))
One should notice that for every j : dist(j, N) > k−s we have
{∼ {... ∼ {∼ j}}︸ ︷︷ ︸
k − s times ∩
N = ∅. As a consequence, concerning the quantity |∇ih|2 =
∣∣∇i(Bk,sF )∣∣2 =∣∣∇i(EΛk ...EΛsF )∣∣2 for i ∈ Λk+1 and F with variables on N ⊂⊂ Λs−1 ∪ Λs, from
Lemma 3.7 and 2.3 we obtain that |∇jh|2 = 0 for every j : dist(j, N) > k − s. As
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a consequence, if we define the set Nk−s := {j ∈ Zd : dist(j, N) ≤ k − s} we can
write
1
EΛk+1eλh
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λh) ≤ Rˆ
(
λ
2
)2 ∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
E
Λk+1,ωE
i,ω
(
|∇ih|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
)
+ J0
(
λ
2
)2 ∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
E
Λk+1,ω
(
Ui,ωE
i,ω
(
|∇ih|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
))
If we apply the Gibbs measure in the last inequality we obtain∫
1
EΛk+1eλh
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λh)dµ ≤ Rˆ
(
λ
2
)2 ∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
|∇ih|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
dµ
+ J0
(
λ
2
)2 ∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
Ui,ωE
i,ω
(
|∇ih|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
:=Rˆ
(
λ
2
)2
I1 + J0
(
λ
2
)2
I2 (3.4)
For the first term on the right hand side of (3.4) we can use Lemma 2.3. This
leads to
I1 ≤Ck−s2 C1
∫ ∑
i∈N
|∇iF |2
(
E
Λs ...EΛk
(
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
))
dµ
≤1
2
Ck−s2 C1
∫ ∑
i∈N
|∇iF |4
(
E
Λs...EΛk
(
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
))
dµ
+
1
2
Ck−s2 C1|N |
∫
E
Λs...EΛk
(
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
Since
∑
i∈N |∇iF |4 ≤ a µ−a.e. as well as |N | ≤ a we obtain
I1 ≤ Ck−s2 C1a
∫
E
Λs ...EΛk−1EΛk
(
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
= Ck−s2 C1a (3.5)
For the second term on the right hand side of (3.4), since Ui,ω = c logE
i,ωeǫU˜i,ω is
a function that does not depend on the variable i, we have
I2 =
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
Ui,ωE
i,ω
(
|∇ih|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
=
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
Ui,ω |∇i(h)|2 e
λh
EΛk+1eλh
dµ (3.6)
In order to bound the last term we will use the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.7. If the local specification {EΛ,ω}Λ⊂⊂Zd,ω∈Ω is such that (H0) and
(H1)/(H3) is true, then, for sufficiently small J0, there exists a constant η ∈ (0, 1)
such that for every i ∈ Λk+1∣∣∇i(EΛkf)∣∣2 ≤ 2E{∼i}∩Λk |∇if |2 + ηE{∼i}∩Λk ∣∣∇{∼i}∩Λkf ∣∣2
for k ∈ N.
The proof of Lemma 3.7 will be presented in section 4. We can calculate the
gradient on the right hand side of (3.6) by applying the lemma k − s times. For
i ∈ Λk+1 we get
|∇i(h)|2 =
∣∣∇i(Bk,sF )∣∣2 ≤2ηk−s−1EiEji1Eji2...Ejik−s ∣∣∣∇{∼ji
k−s−2}∩Λs−1∩N
F
∣∣∣2
+ ηk−sEiEj
i
1Ej
i
2 ...Ej
i
k−s
∣∣∣∇{∼ji
k−s−1}∩Λs∩N
F
∣∣∣2
where we define Eif := E{∼i}∩Λk
∑
ji1∈{∼i}∩Λk
f and for every m = 2, ..., k − s
Ej
i
mf := E{∼j
i
m−1}∩Λk−m+1
∑
jim∈{∼j
i
m−1}∩Λk−m+1
f
If we denote E˜ik−s := E
iEj
i
1Ej
i
2...Ej
i
k−s, (3.6) becomes
I2 ≤2ηk−s−1
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
Ui,ωE˜
i
k−s
∣∣∣∇{∼ji
k−s−2}∩Λs−1∩N
F
∣∣∣2 eλh
EΛk+1eλh
dµ
+ ηk−s
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
Ui,ωE˜
i
k−s
∣∣∣∇{∼ji
k−s−1}∩Λs∩N
F
∣∣∣2 eλh
EΛk+1eλh
dµ
Since ab ≤ 1
2
(a2 + b2) the last can be bounded be
I2 ≤(ηk−s−1 + η
k−s
2
)
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
U2i,ω
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
dµ
+ ηk−s−1
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫ (
E˜ik−s
∣∣∣∇{∼ji
k−s−2}∩Λ2∩N
F
∣∣∣2)2( eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
+
ηk−s
2
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫ (
E˜ik−s
∣∣∣∇{∼ji
k−s−1}∩Λ1∩N
F
∣∣∣2)2( eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
:=(ηk−s−1 +
ηk−s
2
)I21 + η
k−s−1I22 +
ηk−s
2
I23 (3.7)
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For the first term of (3.7), since U2i,ω for i ∈ Λk+1 does not depend on the variables
j ∈ Λk+1
E
Λk+1
(
U2i,ω
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
= U2i,ωE
Λk+1
(
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
= U2i,ω
This leads to
I21 =
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
µ(U2i,ω) ≤ Kˇ(2d)k−s|N | ≤ Kˇ(2d)k−sa (3.8)
where above we used the bound from hypothesis (H4) and that |N | ≤ a. For the
second term on the right hand side of (3.7), we have
I22 ≤(22d)k−s
∑
i∈Λk+1∩Nk−s
∫
E˜ik−s
∣∣∣∇{∼ji
k−s−2}∩Λ2∩N
F
∣∣∣4( eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
≤(22d2d)k−s
∑
i∈N
∫
|∇iF |4 EΛs...EΛk
(
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
Since
∑
i∈N |∇iF |4 ≤ a µ−a.e. we obtain
I22 ≤ a(22d2d)k−s
∫
E
Λs ...EΛk
(
eλh
EΛk+1eλh
)
dµ
= a(22d2d)k−s (3.9)
If we work with the same way for the third term we get
I23 ≤ a(22d2d)k−s (3.10)
If we plug (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) in (3.7) we have
I2 ≤ (ηk−s−1 + η
k−s
2
)(Kˇ(2d)k−s + (22d2d)k−s)a (3.11)
If we combine together (3.4), (3.5) and (3.11) we finally obtain
µ(
1
EΛk+1eλh
Ent
E
Λk+1 (e
λh)) ≤ Rˆ
(
λ
2
)2
Ck−s2 C1a
+ J0
(
λ
2
)2
(ηk−s−1 +
ηk−s
2
)(Kˇ(2d)k−s + (22d2d)k−s)a
The lemma follows for appropriate constant M > 0 and C3 < 1, since η and C2
can be as small as we like for sufficiently small J0.
The rest of the proof of Theorem 3.2 follows like the proof of Theorem 2.1 in
the previous section. With the use of Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 3.6 the proof of the
theorem follows for r ≥ R =
(
ωH(2)C¨ω
∗
H
(
2
ωH(2)c
))−1
8 ln 2 and a = ωH(2)r ≥ |N |
for H(x) = x4.
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4 Proof of Convergence and Sweeping Out Re-
lations.
In this section the sweeping out relations of Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 2.4 are
presented, together with the convergence of Bnf µ−a.e. to the Gibbs measure µ.
Proof of Lemma 3.7. For any k ∈ N and i ∈ Λk+1 we can write∣∣∇i(EΛkf)∣∣2 ≤ ∣∣∇i(E{∼i}∩Λkf)∣∣2
Since the integration in the probability measure E
{∼i}∩Λk ,ω(dX{∼i}∩Λk ) is over {∼
i} ∩ Λk = {j ∈ Λk : j ∼ i} while i ∈ {∼ {{∼ i} ∩ Λk}}, the variable xi appears in
the boundary conditions of the integral E
{∼i}∩Λk,ω. So, we obtain
∇iE{∼i}∩Λk ,ωf =∇i
(∫
fe−H
{∼i}∩Λk,ωdX{∼i}∩Λk∫
e−H
{∼i}∩Λk,ωdX{∼i}
)
=E
{∼i}∩Λk ,ω (∇if) + E{∼i}∩Λk ,ωf(−∇iH{∼i}∩Λk,ω)
− E{∼i}∩Λk ,ωfE{∼i}∩Λk ,ω(−∇iH{∼i}∩Λk,ω)
=E
{∼i}∩Λk ,ω (∇if) + E{∼i}∩Λk ,ωf(−
∑
j∈{∼i}∩Λk
Jij∇iV (xi, xj))
− E{∼i}∩Λk ,ωfE{∼i}∩Λk ,ω(−
∑
j∈{∼i}∩Λk
Jij∇iV (xi, xj))
≤E{∼i}∩Λk ,ω (∇if) + J0E{∼i}∩Λk ,ω
(|f − E{∼i}∩Λkf ||Ui|) (4.1)
where above we have denoted
Wi =
∑
j∈{∼i}∩Λk
∇iV (xi, xj) and Ui =Wi − E{∼i}∩ΛkWi (4.2)
Hence, for any i ∈ Λk+1 from (4.1) we get that∣∣∇i(EΛkf)∣∣2 ≤ 2 ∣∣E{∼i}∩Λk∇if ∣∣2 + 2J20 ∣∣E{∼i}∩Λk(f − E{∼i}∩Λkf)Ui∣∣2
≤ 2E{∼i}∩Λk |∇if |2 + 2J20E{∼i}∩Λk
∣∣f − E{∼i}∩Λkf ∣∣2 E{∼i}∩Λk |Ui|2 (4.3)
using Ho¨lder’s inequality. Since interactions occur only between nearest neighbours
in the lattice, we have that no interactions occur between points of the set {∼ i} =
{j : j ∼ i}, which consists only of the 2d points in Zd that are nearest neighbours of
the point i (notice that: i /∈ {∼ i}). In the case of (H1), since the measure E{∼i},ω
is the product measure of single site measures i.e. E{∼i}∩Λk ,ω = ⊗j∈{∼i}∩ΛkEj,ω,
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because of hypothesis (H1) and Remark 1.1 we conclude that the product measure
E
{∼i},ω also satisfies the (MLS(HΦ)) inequality with the same constant c. By
Remark 1.1, it then follows that E{∼i}∩Λk ,ω satisfies the Spectral Gap inequality
with constant c0 =
c
2
. In the case of (H3), from Corollary 3.4 and Remark 1.1 the
same follows for a constant cˆ, s.t. c0 ≤ cˆ. Hence we have
E
{∼i}∩Λk
∣∣f − E{∼i}∩Λkf ∣∣2 ≤ cˆE{∼i}∩Λk ∣∣∇{∼i}∩Λkf ∣∣2 (4.4)
If we use the Spectral Gap inequality again for the product measure E{∼i}∩Λk we
get
E
{∼i}∩Λk |Ui|2 =E{∼i}∩Λk
∣∣Wi − E{∼i}∩ΛkWi∣∣2 ≤ cˆ ∑
j∈{∼i}∩Λk
E
{∼i}∩Λk |∇jWi|2
≤ cˆ
∑
j∈{∼i}∩Λk
E
{∼i}∩Λk |∇j∇iV (xi, xj)|2 ≤ 2dcˆM2 (4.5)
where M = ‖∇i∇jV (xi, ωj)‖∞ < ∞ ( by hypothesis (H0) ). If we combine (4.3),
(4.4) and (4.5) we obtain∣∣∇i(EΛkf)∣∣2 ≤ 2E{∼i}∩Λk |∇if |2 + 2c2dcˆM2J20E{∼i}∩Λk ∣∣∇{∼i}∩Λkf ∣∣2 (4.6)
Therefore, choosing J0 sufficiently small so that η = 2c2dcˆM
2J20 < 1, the lemma
follows.
Proof of Corollary 2.4. For any k ∈ N we can write∣∣∇Λk+1(EΛkf)∣∣2 = ∑
iǫΛk+1
∣∣∇i(EΛkf)∣∣2 ≤ ∑
iǫΛk+1
∣∣∇i(E{∼i}∩Λkf)∣∣2
If we use Lemma 3.7 we then obtain∣∣∇Λk+1(EΛkf)∣∣2 ≤2 ∑
i∈Λk+1
E
{∼i}∩Λk |∇if |2 + η
∑
i∈Λk+1
E
{∼i}∩Λk
∣∣∇{∼i}∩Λkf ∣∣2
≤2
∑
i∈Λk+1
E
{∼i}∩Λk |∇if |2 + η
∑
i∈Λk
∑
j∼i
E
{∼j}∩Λk |∇if |2 (4.7)
where η < 1, for J0 sufficiently small. For H as in (H2) the Corollary follows for
appropriate constants D and η < 1 for J0 sufficiently small.
Proof of Lemma 2.12. Following [G-Z] (see also [Pa]) we will show that in
L1(µ) we have limn→∞Bn,sf = µf for any f : RN → R, with N ⊂⊂ Λs−1 ∪ Λs.
For k ∈ N we have that
µ|EΛnf − EΛn+1EΛnf |2 = µEΛn+1 |EΛnf − EΛn+1EΛnf |2 ≤ cˆµ
∣∣∣∇Λn+1 (EΛnf)∣∣∣2 (4.8)
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The last inequality due to the fact that the measures E
Λn+1
satisfy the Spectral Gap
inequality with constants independently of the boundary conditions, as explained
in the proof of Lemma 3.7. If we use relationship (4.7) we get
µ|EΛnf − EΛn+1EΛnf |2 ≤ cˆ2µ|∇Λn+1f |2 + cˆC4µ|∇Λnf |2
where C4 = 2dη. From the last inequality we obtain that for any n ∈ N,
µ|Bn+s+1,sf − Bn+s,sf |2 ≤ cˆ2µ|∇Λn+s+1(Bn+s−1,sf)|2 + cˆC4µ|∇Λn+s(Bn+s−1,sf)|2
= cˆC4µ|∇Λn+s(Bn−1+s,sf)|2
If we use relationship (4.7) to bound the last expression we have the following
µ|Bn+s+1,sf − Bn+s,sf |2 ≤ cˆCn−14
(
2µ
∣∣∇Λn+s+1f ∣∣2 + C4µ ∣∣∇Λn+sf ∣∣2) (4.9)
If we define the sets An = {|Bn+s,sf − Bn+s+1f | ≥ (12)n} we obtain
µ(An) = µ
(
{|Bn+s,sf − Bn+s+1,sf | ≥ (1
2
)n}
)
≤ 22nµ|Bn+s,sf − Bn+s+1,sf |2
by Chebyshev inequality. If we use (4.9) to bound the last inequality we have
µ(An) ≤ 1
C4
(4C4)
ncˆ
(
2µ
∣∣∇Λn+s+1f ∣∣2 + C4µ ∣∣∇Λn+sf ∣∣2)
We can choose J0 sufficiently small such that 4C4 <
1
2
in which case we get that
∞∑
n=0
µ(An) ≤
(
∞∑
n=0
1
2n
)
1
C4
cˆ
(
2µ |∇Γ1f |2 + η˜µ |∇Γ0f |2
)
<∞
From the Borel-Cantelli lemma, only finite number of the sets An can occur, which
implies that the sequence {Bn,sf}n∈N is a Cauchy sequence and that it converges
µ−almost surely. Say
Bn,sf → θ(f) µ− a.e.
We will first show that θ(f) is a constant, i.e. it does not depend on variables on
Γ0 or Γ1. To show that, first notice that Bn,s(f) is a function on Γ1 and Γ0 when
n is even and odd respectively, which implies that the limits
θo(f) = lim
n odd,n→∞
Bn,sf and θe(f) = lim
n even,n→∞
Bn,sf
do not depend on variables on Γ0 and Γ1 respectively. Since both the subsequences
{Bn,sf}n even and {Bn,sf}n odd converge to θ(f) µ−a.e. we have that
θo(f) = θ(f) = θe(f)
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which implies that θ(f) is a constant. From that we obtain that
µ (θ(f)) = θ(f) (4.10)
Since the sequence {Bn,sf}n∈N converges µ−a.e, the same holds for the sequence
{Bn,sf − µBn,sf}n∈N. We have
lim
n→∞
(Bn,sf − µBn,sf) = θ(f)− µ (θ(f)) = θ(f)− θ(f) = 0 (4.11)
where above we used (4.10). On the other side, we also have
lim
n→∞
(Bn,sf − µBn,sf) = lim
n→∞
(Bn,sf − µf) = θ(f)− µ(f) (4.12)
From (4.11) and (4.12) we get that
θ(f) = µ(f)
We finally obtain
lim
n→∞
Bn,sf = µf, µ a.e.
5 Conclusion
In the present work we have investigated concentration of measure properties for
the infinite dimensional Gibbs measure for local specifications with interactions
with bounded second derivatives. In particular, we saw that the infinite dimen-
sional Gibbs measure satisfies a concentration inequality similar to the one ob-
tained recently by [B-R2] for the product measure. Furthermore, similar results
where obtained in the case where the one site boundary-free measure satisfies a
Log-Sobolev inequality.
In this paper we have been concerned with local specifications that have inter-
actions that grow slower than quadratic. Concerning the (LSq) inequality for the
infinite dimensional Gibbs measure the problem discussed in [I-P] is also addressed
in [Pa] for the case where the interactions are such that
‖∇i∇jV (xi, xj)‖∞ = +∞
It is interesting to investigate whether the concentration inequality obtained in
Theorem 2.1 will also hold in the case of interactions that increase faster than
quadratic as in [Pa].
Furthermore, one can try to prove the stronger result obtained in [I-P] for the
Modified Log-Sobolev inequality in the case where the interactions increase slower
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than a quadratic. That is, to show that for sufficiently small J0, the corresponding
infinite dimensional Gibbs measure µ satisfies the inequality
µ
(
|f |2 log |f |
2
µ|f |2
)
≤ C
∫
HΦ
(∇f
f
)
f 2dµ
for some positive constant C. Then the concentration inequality shown here will
follow as a consequence.
Concerning the perturbation result related to the Log-Sobolev inequality pre-
sented in Section 3, it is interesting to try to extend the result to the case of (LSq)
inequalities with 1 < q < 2. The difficulty of this lies mainly in the fact that the
perturbation result of [G-R] about the Spectral Gap inequality (SG2) does not
seem to apply directly in the case of (SGq) inequalities for 1 < q < 2. If this is
shown then the rest of the proof will follow exactly as in the case of q = 2. In this
case the Gibbs measure will satisfy (2.1) with Φ(x) = |x|2q.
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